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Smaller, Simple and Faster. The page you were looking for doesn't exist. - Use everywhere. Privacy
Policy Terms of Use Sales and Refunds Legal Site Map . More.reviewed on August 20, 2015by
stomms"Not working"It doesen't work anymore. If you continue browsing, you are considered to
have accepted such use. Now the most popular IM app in the world has finally reached version 2009.
You can even connect with people internationally! - Connect however you want. 15 dead in
mudslides . Cop gives family ride . More.reviewed on March 19, 2013by 1118066352"windows live
messenger is the best thing since sliced bread!" have always loved windows live messenger and am
extremely upset to see it merging with skype. Thanks for using Messenger! Screenshots iPhone iPad
AppleWatch Customers Also Bought LINESocial NetworkingView in iTunes ZaloSocial NetworkingView
in iTunes imo video calls and chatSocial NetworkingView in iTunes WhatsApp MessengerSocial
NetworkingView in iTunes TextNowSocial NetworkingView in iTunes View in iTunes This app is
designed for both iPhone and iPadOffers AppleWatch App for iPhoneFreeCategory: Social
NetworkingUpdated: Jan 10, 2018Version: 148.0Size: 239 MBApple Watch: YesLanguages: English,
Arabic, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, Finnish, French, German, Greek, Hebrew, Hindi, Hungarian,
Indonesian, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Malay, Norwegian Bokml, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian,
Russian, Simplified Chinese, Slovak, Spanish, Swedish, Tagalog, Thai, Traditional Chinese, Turkish,
Ukrainian, VietnameseSeller: Facebook, Inc. Get the latest version for all of the available Messenger
features. Your review for Messenger-Thank you for rating!What do you think about Messenger? Do
you recommend it? Why?You'll need to register to submit your reviewNo thanksSubmit review. Reach anyone. .. If you continue browsing, you are considered to have accepted such use. Shame I
really wanted to like this game too. Send emojis, stickers, and GIFs to conversations or add new
masks and effects to your video chats. They do have free events and daily login rewards to speed
your progress. .. that's where the 5th star came from. More.reviewed on March 23, 2015 Read all
reviews Review You may also like Messenger for DesktopAn unofficial Facebook desktop
clientFreeEnglish SkypeSkype, the telephone of the 21st centuryFreeEnglish Yahoo! MessengerThe
new instant messenger from Yahoo!FreeJapanese LINESend messages and make free calls from your
PCFreeEnglish Articles about MessengertriviaNew WhatsApp update will bring stickers and group
callingtriviaSMS text messaging is now 25 years old!various10 Facebook Messenger tricks and
secrets that will amaze your friendstriviaFacebook Messenger will start allowing sponsored
messagesRead more stories Laws concerning the use of this software vary from country to country.
We are unable to find iTunes on your computer. More.reviewed on March 22, 2013by
lloydieboy"BAM!"It's an Instant Messenger, that makes Facebook look like it was made by a 2 year
old. Simple, Faster & Faster. .. settles suit . Advertisement. All Rights Reserved . Messenger works
across all mobile and desktop devices 5a02188284
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